Brazilian forensic casework analysis through MPS applications: Statistical weight-of-evidence and biological nature of criminal samples as an influence factor in quality metrics.
Real forensic casework biological evidence can be found in a myriad of different conditions and presenting very distinct features, including key elements such as degradation levels, the nature of biological evidence, mixture presence, and surface or substrate deposition, among others. Technical protocols employed by forensic DNA analysts must consider such characteristics in order to improve the chances of successfully genotyping these materials. MPS has been used as a very useful tool for forensic sample processing and genetic profile generation. However, it is not completely clear how different features encountered with real forensic samples impact sequencing quality and, consequently, profile accuracy and reliability. In this context, the present study analyzes a set of 47 real forensic casework samples, obtained from semen, saliva, blood and epithelial evidence, as well as reference oral swabs, aiming to evaluate the impact of a sample's biological nature in profiling success. All DNA extracts from samples were standardized according to sample conditions, as assessed by traditional forensic profiling methods (real-time PCR quantitation and capillary electrophoresis-coupled STR fragment analysis). Samples were separated into groups according to their biological nature, and the resultant sequencing quality was evaluated through a series of well-established statistical tests, applied specifically to six different MPS quality metrics. The results showed that certain groups of samples, especially epithelial and (to a lesser extent) saliva samples, exhibited significantly lower quality in terms of some of the evaluated metrics. A number of reasons for such unexpected behavior are discussed. In addition, a series of calculations was performed to assess the weight of genetic evidence in Brazilian samples, and reflexes in data analysis and national allele frequency database construction are discussed. Overall, the results indicate that a unified national allele frequency database can be used nationwide. Besides this, MPS genetic profiles obtained from samples with particular biological origins may benefit from meticulous manual review, and visual inspection could be important as an additional step to avoid genotyping errors or misinterpretation, leading to more trustworthy and reliable results in real criminal forensic casework analysis.